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The emergent afterglow picture

van der Horst, van Eerten & Fong, ‘observations & theory of gamma-ray burst jets’, New Astronomy Reviews, in prep

What was usually considered for afterglow
modeling and long-term afterglow simulations.
Start simple (“top-hat”), let complex structure
evolve as the jet spreads laterally
Zhang & MacFadyen 2009

The dynamics of spreading jets

“realistic” jets do not follow exponential spreading
model based on full-causal-contact single shell
(van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012)

•
•
•
•
•

Exponential runaway spreading requires an
ultra-relativistic jet post jet-break at γ~ 1 𝜃0
Full causal contact depends on sound wave
crossing time which adds factor ~4 delay to above
in practice jet spreading occurs in intermediate
regime between ultra- and non-relativistic
jet orientation, even for observers within jet cone,
therefore still matters (Ryan+ 2015)
jet shape / shock front aspherical (P15 Irwin, sort of)

tip Lorentz factor drops following jet break...
(MacFadyen & van Eerten, unpublished)

...but only keeps dropping for extremely
narrow jets (McF & HJvE, unpublished)

We rely on afterglow for information
talk by
Eliot Ayache

images from:
van der Horst, van Eerten & Fong
‘observations & theory of gamma-ray burst jets’
New Astronomy Reviews, in prep

GRB afterglow models & closure relations
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Theoretical models predict temporal decay slope and spectral shape. Example:
• time: forward shock in homogeneous interstellar medium, no jet structure, relativistic limit
• frequency: slow-cooling synchrotron spectrum above particle injection break
−𝑝
• 𝑝~2.2 is the power-law slope of the non-thermal electron population 𝑛𝑒 ∝ 𝛾𝑒 in energy
Example closure relation: 𝐹𝜈 ∝ 𝑡 −𝛼 𝜈 −𝛽 ⟶ 𝛼 = 3𝛽/2

Time: energy conservation in bubble of mass M

frequency: synchrotron theory
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general GRB progress: An emergent continuum of
ejecta velocities
which makes them akin to phenomena like supernovae and tidal disruption events

Lamb & Kobayashi 2016
blue: successful burst; red: failed bursts
Artist impression of tidal
disruption event J1644.

sample study showing a continuum of supernova and
GRB ejecta energies and velocities (circles) (Margutti+ 2014)
A continuum also including engine-driven SNe and
choked-jets?

see also e.g. Mimica,
Giannios & Metzger 2015
for afterglow-like modeling

general GRB progress: Early jet stages,
including breakout, jet+cocoon systems
Bromberg+ 2011
Mizuta & Aloy 2009
Hamidani+ 2019

Zhang & MacFadyen 2006

Duffell & Ho 2019
long GRBs plus dense environment
beyond stellar envelope (𝑅~1.6𝑅𝑠𝑢𝑛 )

since 2014, cocoon models

above: dense neutrino-driven wind, e.g. 𝑀 = 10−3 𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑛 𝑠 −1 (Murgua-Berthier+ 2014)
below and right: NS merger ejecta, 𝑀~10−2 𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑛 (Nagakura+ 2014)

general GRB progress: accruing measurements
of extremely fast Lorentz factors

Initial ejecta Lorentz factor obtained
from reverse shock analysis
(Laskar, van Eerten+, 2019 ApJ 884, 121)

A sample of initial Lorentz factors, obtained
by various means (Racusin+ 2011)

Reverse shock Lorentz factor estimate
Thanks to early ALMA observations

Laskar, van Eerten+, 2019 ApJ 884, 121

Reverse shock dynamics
• If the reverse shock (RS) becomes relativistic in frame of
ejecta, impact of RS on forward shock (FS) dynamics dictated
by engine duration (“thick shell”)
• If the reverse shock stays non-relativistic, impact on dynamics
dictated by deceleration time ejecta (energy distribution
tipping point from RS to FS) (“thin shell”)

• post-deceleration, we are left with a cooling electron
population in the slip-stream of FS

Sari & piran 1995; Kobayashi+ 1999; Kobayashi & Sari 2000;
Panaitescu & Kumar 2000; Yi, Wu & Dai 2013....

When and how does the reverse shock show up?
Perley+ 2014
XRT website (Evans+ 2009)

expect ~100 optical flash, ~1 day radio feature
long GRB 130427A as an example of RS moving
to lower frequency in time
(Perley+2014, vdHorst+ 2014, Vestrand+ 2014)

Plateaus often connected to energy
injection (e.g. summarised in Zhang+ 2006)
Are the plateaus then somehow also
connected to the RS or at least
interfacing with it? Eg. as Thick shells?
(e.g. Leventis+ 2014, HJvE 2014)

e.g. Laskar+ 2016 on long GRB 160509A has very late RS radio emission (10 days is 8.64e5 seconds)

170817: Start of multi-messenger era for GRBs

Abbott+ 2017, ApJL 848, L12

Ryan, van Eerten, Piro & Troja 2019, ArXiv 1909:11691

Troja+ 2017; Kim+ 2017; Hallinan+ 2017; Evans+ 2017
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personal 170817 Afterglow timeline

Troja, Piro, van Eerten+ 2017,
X-ray discovery Nature paper
also proposing a structured jet

Troja, van Eerten+ 2018
steep decay falsifies choked jet
Troja, Piro, Ryan, van Eerten+ 2018
- Bayesian comparison spherical cocoon /
successful jet models
- prediction steep decay for successful jet model
- analysis including prior directly from GW data

post 170817 modeling: structured jets
• All jet numerical simulations
show jets get launched with
structure
(e.g Aloy+ 2015, Kathirgamaraju+ 2018).

• Long GRBs form additional
‘cocoon’ structure due to
interaction with stellar
envelope
(e.g. Mizuta+ 2009, Lazzati+ 2017)

• short GRBs potentially
form additional ‘cocoon’ structure
if sufficient neutron
star debris in the launch path
(Nagakura 2014, Murguia-Berthier+ 2014,
Gottlieb+ 2018)

See talk
Ryan, van Eerten+ 2019 (ArXiv 1909.11691)
Geoff Ryan

• at observable off-axis afterglow
stage, memory of initial Lorentz
factor is basically lost

initial structure was always there, but
only key feature for off-axis observers
See talk
Geoff Ryan

Ryan, van Eerten+ 2019, ArXiv:1909.11691

(this is not news: Rossi+ 2002, Dalal 2002, Granot & Kumar 2003, etc...)

Our Post-170817 GRB modeling toolkit (Ryan, van Eerten+, ArXiv 1909.11691)
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New open questions: prompt GRB,
structure & photospheric radius
A fireball containing
Baryons would also have electrons
providing opacity that tends to
imply optically thin prompt emission
only natural near the jet tip:
GRB 170817 would have been
typical if seen on-axis, but was
atypical off-axis?

𝑅𝑑 ~Γ 2 𝑐𝛿𝑡~3 ∙ 1013 𝛿𝑡−1 Γ22 cm for the dissipation radius
𝑅𝛾 ~𝜎𝜏 𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑜 /4𝜋𝑅𝛾2 𝑚𝑝 𝑐 2 Γ, from 𝜏 = 𝜎𝑇 𝑛𝑅 ≡ 1 and Γ = 𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑜
for the photospheric radius

𝑀𝑐 2

= 𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑜

𝑛𝑚𝑝 𝑉

Where did the gamma rays for GRB 170817A really come from?
Line of sight? scattered from jet axis? in between line-of-sight and axis?
see also Matsumoto, Nakar & Piran 2019, Shoemaker & Murase 2018, Ioka & Nakamura 2019 ...
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New open questions: prompt GRB,
structure & photospheric radius
Alternatively, initial
gamma distro per angle
different from energy
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New open questions: different paths to structured jets

Hajela+ 2019, ArXiv 1909.06393
A boosted fireball, not a cocoon / jet emergence model
(Other successful fits were done with MHD jet, Kathirgamaraju+ 2018)

Ryan+ 2019, ArXiv 1909.11691
General Gaussian structured jet

New open questions: so what about p?

Troja, van Eerten+ 2019

• Not reasonable to interpret measurement as
some mid-point between relativistic and
non-relativistic given larger p sample.
Troja+ 2017, Margutti+ 2018,
Troja, van Eerten+ 2019

GRB 170817A : p = 2.17 tight constraint

• But BIG question remains: How can different
GRBs pick a different p value and stick with
it even when evolving over all these scales?

High energy emission: Fermi LAT

Nava 2018, IJMPD; also talk by Axelsson

High energy emission: Fermi LAT

Nava+ 2014
• post 𝑇90 LAT light curves tend to cluster around temporal slope -1, ie L ∝ 𝑡 −1
(adiabatic FS, so no pre-deceleration stage? or buried under prompt? No plateaus? RS?)
• rescales nicely when dividing out 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡
suggests afterglow origin, clustering of energy 𝜀𝑒 in electrons and conversion energy 𝜂𝛾
• p-values cluster around 2.4 ± 0.44 (Tak+ 2019)
• 𝜖𝐵 ≤ 10−7 , very low magnetization (?) (Tak+ 2019)
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The general picture

Details to be filled in during the afternoon sessions (Kocevski, Noda, Inoue, Bissaldi...)

Summary
The general picture of GRB afterglow jets
• Jets spread moderately fast because they start spreading too late for ultra-relativistic limit
• Reverse shocks detected at early times, and also quite late in radio
• dominated by synchrotron emission up to X-rays (or even gamma-rays, counting Fermi LAT)
GRB field has been progressing steadily separate of 170817...
• example: better understanding break-out & cocoons phases, even for short GRBs
• example: better and more constraints on (large) initial Lorentz factors
• example: an emerging continuum of ejecta kinetic energies GRB<->SN
• Expect a population of choked jets (long and maybe also short GRBs)
• (RHD simulation-based) template fitting is maturing (using mapping of synchrotron templates)
• TeV light curves (e.g. MAGIC) require inverse Compton component
• polarization advances
• particle acceleration advances (PIC simulations; tracing accelerated particles within jet; scattering; thermal)
GRB 170817A was nevertheless a game-changer that cannot be ignored
• First multi-messenger joint Bayesian data analysis (focus on jet orientation to observer)
• A forced recalibration of jet models: lateral jet structure inescapable
• Simulation-based fitting has responded: structured jets, boosted fireballs...
• semi-analytical models structured jets now available, including updated ‘closure-relations’
• 170817 prompt gamma-rays remain puzzling: from cocoon breakout? reprocessed jet emission?
• An extremely clear but puzzling view of electron shock-acceleration (ie p is and stayed 2.17)

